The current enthusiam to measure fluctuations in the CMB power spectrum at angular scales between 0.1 and 1 • is largely motivated by the expectation that CMB determinations of cosmological parameters will be of unprecedented precision. In such circumstances it is important to estimate what we can already say about the cosmological parameters. In two recent papers (Lineweaver et al. 1997a (Lineweaver et al. & 1997b we have compiled the most recent CMB measurements, used a fast Boltzmann code to calculate model power spectra (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) and, with a χ 2 analysis, we have compared the data to the power spectra from several large regions of parameter space. In the context of the flat models tested we obtain the following constraints on cosmological parameters: Ho = 30 
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Results and Discussion
One of the difficulties in this analysis is the 14% absolute calibration uncertainty of the 5 important Saskatoon points which span the dominant adiabatic peak in the spectrum (Figure 1 ). We treat this uncertainty by doing the analysis three times: all 5 points at their nominal values ('Sk0'), with a 14% increase ('Sk+14') and a 14% decrease ('Sk-14'). Sk+14 and Sk-14 are indicated by the small squares in Figure 1 Constraints on Hubble's Constant The dark grey areas denote the regions of parameter space favored by the CMB data. They are defined by χ 2 min + 1 for Sk0 and Sk-14 (minima marked with thick and thin 'x' respectively). '95' denotes the χ 2 min + 4 contours for Sk0 (thick) and Sk-14 (thin). The light grey band is from big bang nucleosynthesis (0.010 < Ωb h 2 < 0.026). The parameters n and Q have been marginalized. In the Ho result quoted, we neglect the region at Ho ∼ 100 with Ω b ∼ 0.15. This figure shows clearly that lowering the calibration by 14% does not favor higher values of Ho (Figure from Lineweaver et al. 1997b ).
